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President’s Corner
by Patty Draper, President

I attended my first ABANA
conference on July 12-16 in Flagstaff,
Arizona.  It was so educational and
energizing that I vowed to never miss
another one.  For three days, from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m., there were demonstrations going on
under ten separate tents simultaneously.
Three of the tents housed daylong
demonstrations; the demonstrators at the
other seven sites changed every 2½ to 3
hours.  In addition, the area where the tents
were set up was compact enough that you
could go between the different demonstrations to check them all out
if you wanted.  Most of the time you had 2 chances to see a particular
demonstrator as each demonstrated twice during the conference. Over
1,082 blacksmiths and 500 family members registered.  It was a totally
incredible event!   

In addition, there was an extensive gallery of ironwork made by
blacksmiths from all over the world, lectures and slide shows, hands-
on blacksmithing classes, all sorts of interesting family classes and
tours; and an auditorium full of vendors and suppliers of such things
as books and journals, laser services, T-shirts, and power hammers and
their miscellaneous parts. Last but not least, there were tools for sale:
old and new hammers, anvils, forges, and even miniatures of all of
these.  

Arizona is a long way from Florida but there were at least a
dozen Floridians attending the conference.  Board member Joel Clark
and  his  wife, Jo, drove all the way there and back.  So did Bill Harris

f r o m
Archer.  Those of us who flew there were especially grateful for their nice
offers to carry back any heavy tools we might buy.  As it was, I carried
Bill’s prize back in my suitcase--a medium-size bickiron.  Imagine the
surprise of the fellow who lifted my suitcase off the airport luggage
carousel!  (I warned him that I had an anvil in it but he didn’t believe me).
 

FABA Conference—October 14 and 15

FABA’s annual conference is next month on October 14 and 15.
Everyone will have fun and learn a lot.  I promise!  Besides having three
ongoing blacksmithing demonstration sites, we will have ongoing
blacksmithing classes for beginners and intermediate smiths.  The exhibit
of members’ work will be expanded this year (the award money has
everyone excited), and on the Friday evening before the conference kickoff
on Saturday, Bill Robertson, Rickie Hanshew and Bill Bibb will fire up the
forges in the Pioneer Settlement blacksmith shop for your enjoyment.  

Lots of great tools have already been donated to FABA for the
auction (including a 2 lb. 14 oz. Uri Hofi-style hammer).  Also, Col. Tim
Ryan, the world’s most entertaining auctioneer, will help FABA carry on
the fine tradition of the anvil shoot on Saturday (Florida is the only
ABANA chapter still shooting the anvil).  You could say I’m FABA’s
president today because of the anvil shoot--I attended my first FABA
conference in 1989 because I just had to see what in heck an anvil shoot
was.  You never know!   

You should have received your conference brochure by now, but
if you haven’t received it or need another to share with a friend, call Karen
Wheeler, Conference Registrar (352-486-4370), or check with your regional
coordinator.  See you in Barberville!

Clinker Breaker
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

SW Region -Sep’t 23

SE Region - September 16

NE Region - September 2

NW Region - September 9

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com

Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com

Southwest Region: Steve Kalb (941) 489-2396. n/a

September, 2000

NE Sep 02 Pioneer Art Center, Barberville

NW Sep 09 Skeeter Prather’s shop- Tallahassee

SE Sep 16 Gerry Jamison's shop, West Palm Beach

SW Sep 23 Crowly Museum, Sarasota

October, 2000

NE Oct 07 Pioneer Art Center, Barberville- Conference Preparation  

NW Oct 14 State Conference - Barberville

SE Oct 21 Yesteryear Village, West Palm Beach

SW Oct 28 Crowly Museum
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SoapBox
Steve Bloom, Editor

Wanted - FABA Board Members
Ballots

Come on guys &
girls – send those votes in!
Karen tells me that we
have less than 40 ballots
in hand.  It’s not like
we’re asking you to
volunteer or anything!

Congratulations
o n  t h e  c o r r e c t
identification of the
‘What-is-it’ goes to Roger Stuart and John Bulter (in
chronological order).  They both identified it as a ‘feathers
and wedge’ that are used to break rocks – drill a hole, insert
the feathers, and pound the wedge between them.  When
used in series, they can split out impressive slabs of rock
(including granite).  We did have one erroneous entry, i.e.,
“Are they old tire tools for removing tire bead from rims?”
– but I thank you for taking the effort to guess.  Now, if I
could just remember what some of those rusty tools that I
made were for......

I also want to express a hardy ‘Thank You!” to
Skeeter Prather and Jeff Mohr for their contributions to this
issue and to LeRoi Price for his article in the August issue.
I can guarantee you that there is someone out there who
does not know what you do about smithing and would
greatly appreciate you sharing it with them.  We all can’t be
Francis Whittaker, but most of us can write!

NE Regional Report 
Bob Jacoby, Regional Coordinator

The September NE Region Meeting will be held in

Barberville.  The meeting will kickoff the Beginning Knife

Making Class hosted by Bill Stapleton.  Participants will

make a cable knife from start to finish over several

meetings.  There will be a small materials charge.  There

is no pre-registration, just come to the September

Meeting.

NW Regional Report
Ed Crane, Regional Coordinator

The NW region of FABA met at Ed Crane's shop

in Tallahassee on Sat. Aug. 12, 2000. An excellent turnout

(29) enjoyed the nice warm weather punctuated by a brief

rain shower. The program for the day focused on bringing

some tips and ideas from the July  ABANA meeting in

Flagstaff, AZ.  Ed Crane passed out a handout about the

composition of junkyard steels and a list of the

demonstrators and their demonstrations at the Flagstaff

meeting. Also included was a great  description of how to

make a diagonal peen hammer by Jeffery Funk of Montana.

Ed then described a few tips from various demonstrators at

the conference and then demonstrated and explained the

making of a scrolling form.  He then forged a penny-end

scroll using the scroll form.  Bill Robertson  described  the

demonstration  at Flagstaff by Ward Grossman on carving

and shaping steel using chasing techniques.  Bill then

demonstrated a technique of forge welding  a branch and /or

leaf onto a scroll using a small rivet to hold  things together

during the process. Bill used  Elmer Rousch's  rust and rat

poison flux (that's right-- half iron oxide and half boric acid

rat poison) and his forge weld held on the first try .  Boy,

was everyone impressed!!!

Nancy Crane did it again by preparing an

outstanding feast for lunch.  Barbequed chicken, tossed

salad , potato salad, baked beans, blueberry cobbler a la

mode, and John Butler brought a potato casserole,  was

enjoyed by all and even more by those who came back for

seconds.  Thanks Nancy!!!!

After lunch our president Patty Draper

demonstrated enameling techniques she observed at the

ABANA conference by Dorothy Steigler.  Everyone seemed

very interested since most had never seen this before. By

adding color the enamel adds an interesting effect on a steel

flower. Tailgate sales and idea swaping were as prevalent as

usual and we were happy to see Debbie Parramore with her

offering of blacksmithing videotapes. The meeting

concluded  with some welding of table legs by Jerry Grice

and some reforging and fixing of old tools to be used at the

October conference.

Skeeter Prather  has kindly consented to host our

NW FABA meeting on the 2nd Sat. in Sept. at his home in

Tallahassee.  (see map)  Skeeter has made a tool box to be

auctioned  at the Oct. Conference.  At the Sept. meeting we

will be making tools and jigs to put in the tool box.  I

encourage everyone to make a tool or jig , bring it to the

meeting and donate it to the tool box or make one at the

Sept. meeting . Bring your plans , ideas , tools, materials,

etc., that you might need.  At least come and assist  someone

making a tool. If you make a jig , a sample of what the jig

can do would be a great idea!! Come , join in, and have fun.

SW Regional Report

Steve Kalb, Regional Coordinator

I want to thank all the people who are helping with

making this region active again! If it were not for those

involved this simply would not be. I have locked up dates

with the Crowley museum all the way through November,

and at the time of this writing am trying to tie up the loose

ends for our first meet. I have had positive feedback from

some of the exmembers on the list and there are several that

are interested in coming back to see what is going on. The
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Valerie Ostenak, Carmel, CA

Crowley museum is requesting a beginner type class on the

November meeting day, so this may also be beneficial to the

newer smiths that will get a taste at the October conference.

I think it would be a good idea to compliment what was

learned there and still keep it fresh enough for anyone

coming for the first time. I am going to purchase a

camcorder to make sure that the events are documented. I

will duplicate the tapes and if u-iyone wishes, loan it to them

to spread the knowledge so it  does not get  lost and we will

have something to build upon. I am still needing

demonstrators and ideas for events, so if you want to share

your skills we would be most grateful! I look forward to

seeing you soon.

Conference News

As far as I know, everyone made it back from the

national conference in Arizona.  To give you folks who

didn’t get to it, I’m reprinting a column from a fellow

ABANA chapter editor on his impressions and am

appending some pictures of some of the ironwork that was

on display (courtesy of our President).

What I learned going to Flagstaff
Jack Parks

Dakota Artist Blacksmith Assoc

 

It was my second conference and my wife’s first.

Neither one of us had ever been to that part of the country.

Denver is the furthest South either one of us had ever been.

We were looking forward to the trip and to the conference

so it was a good trip all around. 

I had talked to a fellow Blacksmith who resided in

Colorado who recommended a route through the mountains

and coming out near the Four Corners area so we decided to

take that. That was a good choice. We never knew the extent

of the Rocky Mountains. Just when we thought we were

through with them, we would come up on another range of

them. The route we followed went through Fairplay, Buena

Vista, Poncha Springs, Monarch Pass, Gunnison, Montrose,

Ouray, Silverton, Durango, and Cortez in Colorado. We

recommend that route anytime.

 Then we hit Four Corners where four states all

meet, the only place in the US where that happens. That in

itself was nice but a little on the arid side. It was arid all the

rest of the way until we hit the San Francisco Mountains.

How fast things can change is an understatement. There

were people living out there but I don’t know how or why.

Now I know why blacksmith tools are so scarce down there,

no people- no tools! 

Flagstaff is nice though, what an oasis! It was just

like home to us, pine trees, upper elevations, cool air. We

felt right at home there. We found the NAU campus and got

familiar with the grounds. The road construction nearby

didn’t help the attendees much though. The interchanges

there were confusing to say the least. We next found our

Motel and got checked in. Since we had arrived one day

early, we didn’t have reservations for that day. Just because

you have reservations doesn’t mean that that room will be

vacant the day before I guess. Oh well. We got situated just

the same.

We went back to the campus and got set up at the

Tailgate area. That area seemed a little small after seeing

what Asheville was like. It did suffice but was still a little

small. What a nice selection of tools though. Everything

from Trip Hammers to Cone Mandrels to tongs, and

everything in-between. What a nice bunch of people also. I

don’t know of anyone who had trouble with shoplifting. It is

nice to be able to go to the Demo’s and leave your stuff

behind for the others to look at. I saw some familiar faces

from the Asheville Conference also, which was comforting.

The commercial exhibits and that area were nice.

I saw what I think was a plasma cutter following a paper

pattern with black lines on it. It must have had an optical eye

of some kind. Something from the future to look forward to.

Anvils of all kinds were there, tongs; hammers, power

h a m m e r s ,

books and

more were

also there.

The layout

w a s  n ic e

a n d  t h e

closeness to

everything

e l s e  w a s

nice too.

Th

e r e  w e r e

fewer demo

tents than at

A s h e v i l l e

but there were three sessions per day as opposed to two at

Asheville. I guess I donÆt have any feelings about which I

liked better but this worked just fine. There wasn’t much

time to get back to the tailgate area though and it made it

harder to catch some grub. The grub was good by the way,

and it didn’t take long to get through the chow line. The

kinks have been worked out of that bottleneck. 

 The opening night demo was good. The hydraulic

press was powerful but a little like watching paint dry. To

those that know though, it was impressive. Fred Borcherdt

and Dimitri Gerakaris made a Buffalo scull out of some big

pipe. The heat radiating off that pipe would turn your apron

into a potato chip in a hurry. They talked about  (what they

called) “Orchestrated Happenstance”. Like climbing a

mountain, the route is determined on the way. What is to be

done next becomes evident as the project  progresses. The

other value this statement tells me is that; don’t be

intimidated by the complexity or enormity of a project.
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Thomas Ryan, Arllington, MA

Break it down into smaller pieces and the steps will become

evident.

There were eight dedicated sites, that is, sites that

had ongoing demos in them for the full conference. One site

was the teaching station. I wanted to visit this site but never

had time. In the future, I would like to see this site right next

door to the tailgate area. That way we tailgaters could be

pounding on some iron while watching our tailgates. New or

different tools could be tried out and new techniques could

be tried while still fresh in our minds. Another site had the

Punzo family making very nice copper vessels. It did my

heart good to see the whole family helping in that endeavor

a l t h o u g h

there was

under tones

o f  fo rced

child labor.

I don’t think

that is the

case though.

When those

kids are a

little older,

t h e y  w i l l

a p p r e c i a t e

being taught

those skills by their father. And what valuable skills those

are, I think they sold everyone of there pots. They used a

campfire blown with a electric blower (but could have been

a hand crank) to anneal there blanks. Just simple hammers

and stake anvils were used for the entire process.

 

 The Bridge project was another ongoing site that

was quit impressive. Donated spindles for the railing were

gathered and installed into the premade railing and steps.

Lots of creative talent was in evidence there. That project

had good participation, as well, it was popular.

 The antique power hammer and junkyard hammer

displays was of interest to me and I believe to most others.

I didn’t know that there was that big of a variety of old

hammers. The junkyard hammers were a little more

professional than was expected. The builders went all out in

their research and execution of their designs. You will hear

the name Mark Krause a lot in the upcoming months. His

rendition of a Nazel self-contained air hammer will interest

lots of people. 

I must admit that I didn’t get around to any of the

other dedicated sites so I can’t comment on them. I did hear

that the Italian, Angelo Bartolucci, was worth watching.

Robert Kurz, an industrial smith from Youngstown Ohio,

made a sculptural Bow and Arrow to be mounted in a stone.

He used the big power hammer in the super site. The use of

a movable jawed porter bar was new to me and will find a

place amongst my other new tools soon. It had a clamping

system made up of angle irons and wingnuts welded onto the

end of a pipe for a handle. The wingnuts were big enough to

be tightened with a hammer. A very straightforward

commonsense demo. 

Lorelei Sims did an interesting demo using hollow

pipe and square tubing. It wasn’t much for trick gizmos, it

was all technique. There is no substitute for experience I

guess. This has much value for that massive look without the

weight. She suggested plugging the tubing with newspaper

or something to prevent the hot gasses from heating the

handle end of the project piece, which I never would have

thought of. There isn’t much else I can say; you just had to

be there. She did say that she was burned once -----------but

got over him.

Dorothy and Ty Steigler showed their floral forms

and enameling, another parent sibling combo that does my

heart good. Dorothy’s approach to developing a pattern for

flowers is a good one. She goes to the dried flower store and

buys three flowers all the same. One stays untouched, one

gets taken apart, and the third gets taken apart and ironed

out flat. That third one becomes the pattern for cutting out

the metal. She also told about stacking up the pieces using

the square peg, round hole technique to prevent turning of

the pieces. Ty showed her method of enameling the finished

flowers for that more complete lifelike look. It was a method

using a torch (Henrob) to heat the enamel and fuse it to the

metal. It is too detailed to go into here but not above

anybody being able to do it. Nice demo! 

Chad Gunter did a nice demo showing his

Decorative Ornamentation. He does a nice scroll with leaves

attached. An article could be done on Chad alone and

perhaps will be at a later date. The main thing that I learned

was to rivet the two pieces together before forge welding.

That is not cheating. Exact placement is possible and it all

blends in. For a flux he uses equal parts EZ Weld, Sure

Weld, and Borax. Chad builds two scrolls actually; one is

the pattern to be followed by the one with the leaves welded

on. The naked scroll is easier to follow. More later.

Steve Yusko did a program on texturing metal.

This is all new to me but will probably find a place in my

repertoire. Steve used various bits of rusty metal, rebar,

diamond plate and such to create texture on his sculptural.

These were hammered over the metal pieces to impart the

texture until the desired result is obtained. One is only

limited by his own imagination here.

Next I went to see Leigh and Justin Morrel in their

Production Forging program. Too much information was

offered to include it all here. This is another parent-sibling

combo that really works. His basic message is that

everything should be on wheels so that the shop can be set

up for each job. Eliminate unnecessary steps as much as

possible. They do catalog sales of Patio Furniture and do

many pieces of the same thing. Careful attention and

elimination of wasted movement can offer competitive

prices offered to the client. They used a nice little

pipe-bending jig that had a levered arm on it to hold the
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work piece up tight to the form. They also set up a stool in

front of the trip hammer with the gas forge within easy reach

on one side and the vise on the other side. Several

operations could be accomplished without getting up. Nice

if that’s the kind of work you do. 

 The following day I went to see Robb Gunter, the

father of Chad seen the day before. It was evident that those

two had spent much time together in the shop. Yet another

example of that passing on of skill and knowledge that I

think is so important.

Robb talked about junkyard steel and its use for

tools. He made a cross peen hammer during the demo, all by

hand, using junk steel and with junk steel tools. His program

was chocked full of info, too much to include it all here. The

main gist of what he was offering was I believe that you can

get started and go along way using junk steel and not be

bogged down by high priced steel. By learning to spark test

your finds, the type of steel can be determined fairly well.

By knowing what the steel was used for before will tell you

what it would be good for now. For example lug wrenches

resist bending well so would be well suited for bending

forks. Jackhammer bits stand shock well so would make

good chisels or punches. Robb plugged his Super Quench

again and proved its performance by making a chisel out of

half square (A36), cutting it off, quenching in Super Quench

after getting it to critical temp and then cutting through the

parent stock with it. Very good demo Robb. Robb

mentioned a good book that goes along with what he

teaches. It is Edge of the Anvil by Jack Andrews. It tells

about various tool steels.

The final demo I saw was put on by Tai Goo. He

does primitive blade forging using charcoal. No, not

briquettes but regular charcoal made from hardwood. His

forge was made from an old wash tub, filled with wood

ashes, scooped out into a valley, and an air pipe inserted into

the bottom of the valley. He used a hand crank blower as

well as some other primitive looking hammers and such. I

had heard of Tai Goo before and had seen some of his

fantasy knives. They were very much High tech but his

demo was just the opposite. I asked him why the turn around

and he answered that he was getting too far away from why

he got into Blacksmithing in the first place. It made sense to

me. Tai’s demo covered basic knife making steps to make a

chopping knife. Again, too many things to cover here, but

the main message is (I think); one doesn’t need a lot of

fancy tools to do good work. Fancy tools and gizmos will

never substitute for experience. Learn the basics well and

they will take you far. This message as heard by the

beginner would further the art better than if he thinks he

needs all kinds of paraphernalia beforehand. Anyway I

would highly recommend Tai Goo’s demos.

 For nighttime entertainment they had a new feature

called the gong show. Well, an old concept with a new twist

anyway. I think this concept has great potential as a learning

tool. Various people got up in front of the audience and

demonstrated a helpful hint, with the fear of great

humiliation I might add. I think this feature should be

incorporated in future events. 

The junkyard hammers were also demo’ed so that

everyone could see how good they worked. Very nice!

 Another nighttime display was the Rockridge

Bloomery iron pour. A bloom was made out of iron ore

using charcoal as the heat source. It took all afternoon and

into the night to get it done. The spectacular part was when

they opened it up to get the bloom out of the furnace. Sparks

were flying and made for some good night time photos. The

bloom still had lots of refining to be done to it before it was

useable though and made one appreciate what the

forefathers had to put up with to survive.

The conference in two words “Information

overload”. There was so much to see and so little time to do

it in. So many good people to meet and talk to and then

suddenly it’s time to go. I can understand why they only do

this every two years. The amount of effort that goes into

pulling this off is tremendous. Hats off to The Arizona

group and to ABANA for there efforts. I hope they made a

ton of money. 

 Well good-byes were said and final deals made on

the remaining tailgate goodies and it was time to hit the

road. We headed east out of Flagstaff over to Winslow and

Holbrook, then on to New Mexico. Once in New Mexico,

we hit Gallup then Albuquerque. It is still too arid for my

tastes up till now. Santa Fe is where it started changing for

the better.  We spent the night in Las Vegas (NM). It wasn’t

quit the same as what I hear Las Vegas Nevada is. On to

Raton and Raton Pass. This is nice country.

 Once over the pass, we were in Colorado. This is

all good country. Soon we were in Denver again and back to

familiar territory. A very nice trip and made nicer by being

able to attend the conference in Flagstaff. Now I’m already

looking forward to the next conference, hopefully in

Lacrosse Wis. See you there.
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A perspective on blacksmith conferences
Jeff & Brooke Mohr

    Through all the things I've learned over many

years of attending conferences, it is my turn to step up,

volunteer and participate.  As a young and inexperienced

smith, I thought that I was the only one out there, that I was

on my own.  Then I stumbled quite by accident on

information about a blacksmith conference not far from

home.  Oh the doors that opened! (and the tools that led

him to buy!) Our first conference was the Southeast

Regional Conference in Madison, GA in 1985 followed by

the first national conference in 1986 in Flagstaff, AZ.

Conferences opened us up to a whole new perspective:

other smiths, other conferences, blacksmith guilds, schools,

books, tools, and a wealth of information and fellowship.

The first realization was how far I had to go as a smith and

what opportunities lay out there to move me in that

direction. 

    One of the things we really enjoy about

conferences is the fellowship among the blacksmith

community.  We became friends with Danny and Judy

Boone at the ABANA conference in Birmingham, AL

when Brooke brought Danny a lemonade as he was

"melting" in the southern sun.  Blacksmiths also have a

wonderful openness and willingness to share information.

At the same ABANA conference at one of the

demonstrations, Jeff asked Francis Whitaker how to do an

angle tendon.  Francis included you in his answer.  Jeff got

to strike for him as he

d e m o n s t r a t e d  h i s

answer.  When we lived

in Georgia, we had the

opportunity to attend

several of the FABA

conferences.  We have

fo nd  m em o rie s  o f

sleeping in the back of

the truck, watching

smiths like Al Pendray

and Peter Ross, and

seeing Floyd Daniels

"Shoot the Anvil."   We

are happy to be able to

continue that tradition.

We were able to get Tim

Ryan to agree to return

to our FABA conference

this year to "shoot the

anvil"  and conduct our

auction.

    Valuable

l e s s o n s  f r o m

conferences:

*Worldwi

de community of

smiths (Tal Harris,

o n e  o f  o u r

demonstrators for

2000 is currently doing a demo in Australia and we look

forward to hearing more about this)

*Knowledge from the basics to tricks of the trade

*Hands-on classes at reasonable rates (the

beginning and intermediate classes at the FABA conference

offer us the chance to get our hands dirty)

*add to our collection of tools (Tailgate sales)

*add to our collection of other smith's work

(auction)

*add to our collection of catalogs and sources

(conference registration packet)

*Phone numbers(who to call for advice and

supplies)

*Exposure to a wide variety of classes and skills

(Family program)

*Fellowship

    Now it is your turn to support  FABA.  Please

support this year's auction and buck-in-the-bucket.

Volunteer - your time is appreciated. Most of all register

and come to the conference.  Share the conference

information with a friend.  FABA includes such a wide

variety of people from a wide variety of occupations and

backgrounds.  We are excited about the conference this

year and hope to see you there. 

Year 2001 Blacksmith Calender with 12 old photos of blacksmith shop interiors. Please mail US

$12 per calender (shipping included) to: Gill Fahrenwald, P.O. Box 2323, Olympia, WA 98507. 

Calenders are 11" x 17" unfolded and are printed with near photographic results with each photo
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Tumbler for descaling ironwork
Skeeter Prather

With good consultation from Mr. Jeff Mohr and his
encouragement, a
simple and quite
efficient "descaler"
for small items has
been put together.
And its quiet!
Some of your
readers might be
interested (I would
hope so - Ed.)

T h e r e
are two main
ingredients: the tube that serves as the tumbler and container for
the parts to be descaled; and the electric motor to turn the
tumbler. The former i s an 18 inch length of PVC pipe 8 inches
in diameter. The latter is a rotisserie motor from a Bar-B-Q grill.
Ends of the tumbler are closed with fitted 3/4 inch plywood. One
end is permanently fixed; the other is removable, but held in place
during tumbling by 4 screws. (One of the photos shows the
notches cut into the wall of the PVC pipe. The end plug, containg
the equally spaced screws is simply
inserted and given a slight. twist for
fixing in place.) Exactly centered on tile
removable end plug is a 3/8 inch round
"axle". This axle is welded to a 3 x 3
inch 3/16 plate; which in turn is fixed to
the wood end plug with 4 screws. (The
plate was drilled and the axle inserted
with 1/4" protruding through the
underside. A 3/8" shallow hole was
drilled into the exact center of the
plywood end plug. Thus, the fitting of
the axle to the center of the plug was
greatly facilitated.) The other end of the
tumbler was fitted with a 5/16" square
axle. It fits exactly into the "spit receiver
hole" of the motor. It was "centered" and
fixed to the wood plug utilizing a 3/16"
plate as was the other end.

A frame for holding all thi.s
was simply two pieces of 1 X 8 common
board fixed to the ends of a piece of 2 X
8. A notch was cut into one end board
and a piece of copper nailed to the small
end of the notch to act as a bearing. To
the other end the motor was permanently
attached with screws and a notch cut to
allow insertion of the axle. Inside of the
tumbler two pieces of 1" angle (1/8"
thick) were fixed with through and
through 1/8" bolts. They were 180
degrees apart.

For "tumbling materials" -
small scraps of iron collected largely
from the trash box at the metal cutting
band saw; but small pieces from
anywhere were tossed in - some 3
pounds in all. The small parts to be
descaled are simply tossed into the
tumbler, the end plug securely inserted,

the whole thing placed into the mounting rack, plugged into the
120 V outlet,
a n d  m o t o r
turned on. Two
and a half hours
.running time
has proved very
adequate. To
r e m o v e  t h e
descaled  pieces,
r e m o v e  t h e
removable end
plug, pour out-
t h e  e n t i r e
contents and separate the goodies from the ballast. Return the
ballast to the tumbler for next time. (The first time or three
tumbling, there results a whole lot of of scale to be discarded - my
first: "emptying" was upon a "clean" work bench. Wow! I have
used old news paper since for dumping onto. Clean-up is simply
folding the paper and tossing into the trash bucket! After a few
"tumbles", the ballast is "clean". The descaled pieces come out
looking polished!! (and demandful of immediate priming!) Thank
you Jeff Mohr!!
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 I wanted to put in some pages of shop tips so I took a few slow trips around the shop over several days. Included below are
some of them and the folks who deserve the credit for showing them to me. Remember how some tip you got from someone or some
discovery you made in the shop greatly changed the way you do things? We have all reached the place we are at today by different paths.
Take a slow walk around your shop and send in some tips with or without drawings. There may be tools or procedures that you use
everyday without really thinking. There may be some little thing you have been doing since you were 12 yrs  old that few or none of the
other members know of. Share these tips with UMBA  and the rest of the ABANA community.

1. Make your holdfast out of an old lug wrench, this is some tough steel. Leave the pointed hubcap popper end on. Works great
for prying open slits and splits and adjusting small scrolls. Always there when you need it

2. A wood splitting wedge that is sharpened to a knife edge makes a great deburring  tool. just slide it along and let the weight
do the work Shears burrs right off. Watch your fingers!

3. Make patterns for leaves etc. out of light galvanized sheet and put a big hole in them for hanging. If you make them like this
your precious patterns will probably never end up in the fire (I've heard this can happen.)

4. On your hot-file cut most of the tang off and weld on a big nut for a handle. Helps you to remember which file is which and
takes up less room in your traveling kit Don't use a file without a handle. Another handy file modification is used by pipe welders. Take
your right-angle grinder and grind some deep notches in one edge. Used in a sawing motion it will slag welds a lot of places your chipping
hammer won't reach.

5. Stick a piece of emery cloth in a large cotter key, chuck it in a drill and you've got yourself a mini hone. A little flap as in
(A) works for very light cleaning. With a roll that will nearly fill the hole as in (B) you can quickly remove a lot of metal, rust, or scale.
A poor mans reamer.

6. From Ollie Juaire:  Weld two nuts to a piece of scrap-and you have a drill-grinding gauge. The 60 degree angle isn't perfect
(58 degrees) but it's close enough for me.

                      THE BLACKSMITH GUILD OF CENTRAL MARYLAND, INC. June/July 2000 - 17

Newsgroups: rec.knives : From: "Ferdinand" <rimstidt@nospam.worldnet.att.net> Date: Mon, 19 Jun 2000 02:49:52 GMT
I don't know if this has been mentioned yet, but I get great knife sharpening results using a thick piece of glass with strips (4"X10" or so) of

sandpaper stuck to it with photo mount spray adhesive.  Unless a blade needs lots of bevel shaping, I just start with 600 grit and move to 1000 then 1500.
I finish on a 6000 grit Japanese stone, no strop.  The process takes all of 5 minutes per knife, max.  Upon completion, each blade will effortlessly shave
hair from my arm.  They seem to stay sharp a long time - highly polished, I guess.     I flatten my water stone with 90 grit SC on the other side of the
aforementioned piece of glass.

mailto:<rimstidt@nospam.worldnet.att.net>
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA
directory, please check the box to the right G 

Send this application and a membership fee of
$20.00 to

Lydia Burns, FABA Treasurer
66 Summerwind Circle
Crawfordville, FL 32327

Make check out to FABA.  Your FABA membership
gegins when we receive your payment and lasts one
year  Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to
be an ABANA member to join FABA, but many
FABA members are, and we encourage membership
in both organizations. See our web site for details.

FABA Officers

President Patty Draper 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com

Vice President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Treasurer Lydia Burns 850-421-4852 mooseangel@excite.com

Secretary Karen W heeler 352-486-4370 kwheel@svic.net

Program Chairman Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448

Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu 

Past President Clyde Payton 850-997-3627 paytonforge@nettally.com

Trustee #1 Joel Clark 904-321-2116 joelclark@nassnet.com

Trustee #2 Lewis Riggleman 352-521-3515

Trustee #3 Jerry Grice 850-421-4788

Trustee #4 Ray Reynolds 561-793-2452

 Hello from Alabama - Billy Hollon <serenityforge@yahoo.com> to Patty Draper (and shared with us):

Hope this finds you guys doing great.  Stuff up here is fantastic.  You may not remember, but I moved here  to Alabama the day after the
meeting in April.  I've got my own shop at the Southeast Pioneer Village,  seven miles north of Troy on Hwy 231. Business started out slow but has picked
up a lot  recently.  I built a small showroom and try to keep it  stocked while building steel signs (like Rick Jay),  gates, handrails, etc.  Doing fairly well
for a guy  who has never been to a blacksmith school (bought this computer).  Speaking of schools....I want to thank all  the members of FABA for the
demos, sharing of  knowledge, etc.  That is where I learned a lot of what  I know now.  Plus my own trial and error.  The AFC has awarded me a
scholarship for John C., but  I haven't chosen a class yet.  I just found out today  that it was awarded to me.Well, just got the urge to contact someone and
tell  them the good news.  Thanks again to everyone.  Hope  to get back down soon to a meeting.  Better yet, ya'll come see me sometime.  The drive way
is at mile marker  84 on Hwy 231.  Not the Pioneer MUSEUM, but the Pioneer VILLAGE.  38 acres of log cabins, woods,  critters and peace and quiet.
C ya.

Billy Hollon; Serenity Forge; 4016 Hwy 231 N.; Troy, Al  36081; (334) 566-6912; serenityforge@yahoo,com

Classified Ads
FIRE POTS, NEW
A   FIRE POT AND TUYRE ASSEMBLY – includes fire pot, air intake assembly, rotating clinker breaker, ash dump, and hardware.

Assembled and ready to use.  Weighs 68 lbs. Pot measures 11” x 14” extra thick wall.  This is an unusually heavy duty unit.  Can be used in stationary
or portable forges.  All you will need is a blower and a box to mount this assembly in.            PRICE    $200.00.

B.  All of the above PLUS variable speed electric blower (135 cfm), with rheostat speed control, on/off switch, already wired with plug-in cord,
mounting bracket, and connecting pipe and hardware.  Also has a sliding air gate valve assembly for manual control of the air volume.  This complete
assembly weights 80 lbs.  All you will need is a box to mount this assembly in.      PRICE  $300.00.

 I only have 5 units of “A” and 3 units of “B”, so hurry while they last.  Call Clyde Payton 850/997-3627.  

Blacksmith's Helper Workshop
The NE Region is sponsoring another Blacksmith's Helper Workshop.  The Blacksmith's Helper is a tool that mounts in your anvil's hardie

hole and accepts multiple dies.  It is an invaluable tool for Blacksmiths working alone.  The workshop will probably take place in December or January.
The cost of the completed tool will be $55 - $60.  If you'd like to sign up, please send a $35 deposit to:      Bob Jacoby; 2635 Wrightson Drive;
Jacksonville, FL  32223

Power Hammer
For Sale25 pound Little Giant Power Hammer runs great. Have a new set of fuller dies. Call Dave at 850-421-4852 or e-mail

olblueknives@yahoo.com. Price $2850.

mailto:<serenityforge@yahoo.com>
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  W e

solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter

newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You

need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Steve Bloom, Editor

P.O. Box 760

Archer, FL 32618-0760

(352) 528-6508 or websmith@blacksmithing.org

http://www.blacksmithing.org
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Tuyere disassembled showing wind channel:

Ready for fire bricks and charcoal

Cooking a large axe

Charcoal Forge - 

A contribution of TheForge List by northwoods <northwoods@ez-net.com> 

I thought  would share some photos my friend Niel sent me showing the
installation procedure of a
tuyere that he had made. The
design for the tuyere came
from an original which he
found while searching the site
of an 1830s' blacksmith shop.
The shop had been part of a
copper mining operation in
the U.P. of MI. This mine is a
very interesting site dating
from an early period. It had
an oxen powered lift in the
mine, and we found many ox
shoes in various states of
m a n u f a c t u r e  i n  t h e
blacksmith shop, he called
the site " the ox shoe forge". The forge had a large tree
growing out of the top, but upon closer inspection it
became apparent that the tuyere was still located in it,
and it was successfully removed. When my friend got
the tuyere home he made some patterns and had a few

cast up. I plan on installing a charcoal forge with this tuyere design in my shop this fall. Niel took these pictures
to show the correct installation procedure. The lady in a couple of the photos is attending Dartmouth Art
College this fall  were they also will be installing a charcoal forge with one of these tuyeres. The axe they are
cooking Niel made. If anyone is interested in these tuyeres contact me it's possible that he would consider
getting some more cast...:

mailto:websmith@blacksmithing.org
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